PrintReader
for

TimeClock 330 / 380

TimeClock

Eliminate your “buddy punching”
problems today!
TimeClock

PrintReader™ is an add-on biometric device that offers
the convenience of “plug and play” hardware with the
sophistication of biometric labor tracking.

PrintReader

Because PrintReader can be added to your current
TimeClock 330/380 timekeeping solutions, eliminating
the costly expense of buddy punching with your current
system can be completed through a simple hardware
add-on and programming upgrade of your existing
TimeClock system.

Features and Capabilities
Employee Punch Recording — Identify vs. Verify

Employee Print Registration

PrintReader offers the ability to record employee

Registering employees on PrintReader can be

punches in two ways, “verify” and “identify.” The

completed within seconds. In fact, even your

default method, “identification,” permits the system

managers can be set up with their own terminal-

to recognize an employee and record their punch

specific manager profile. “Admin” features are then

through a simple fingerprint scan. Alternatively, the

accessible via a simple print scan so that managers can

“verification” method requires the employee to

avoid revealing their administrative password. Once

swipe a card or provide a PIN in addition to the

employee prints are registered on any single terminal,

fingerprint scan. The employee’s print will then be

the record is propagated to all other TimeClocks,

compared with the PIN or badge card used to record

enabling the employee to clock in and out from any

the punch.

active terminal or location.

Integration
Integration with TimeClock
Adding PrintReader to your existing time clock is quick and easy. Before attaching the reader to your TimeClock terminal, simply update the terminal software by “reprogramming” the clock. Then continue with
the final steps of the provided instructions to complete the integration. (Note: Older versions of the TimeClock terminal may require a “firmware” chip upgrade.) Contact SwipeClock support for more information
on firmware (support@swipeclock.com).

Connection
Connecting PrintReader
PrintReader connectivity to your TimeClock takes just seconds.
The reader comes pre-configured and ready to connect to your
unit through two simple cables. Alternatively, users of the TimeClock 380 only require a reader configured with one cable as this
configuration is sufficient to provide power to the reader.

Simple and quick
connection with your
TimeClock terminal

PrintReader Power Source
PrintReader power is derived directly from your TimeClock unit.
As such, no additional cabling is required for operation, making
PrintReader an ideal device for wall-mounting.

Partner Pricing
PrintReader Power Source
PrintReader involves the purchase of a single
hardware unit and an additional monthly charge,
which is applied in addition to SwipeClock’s standard

PrintReader™

...$599.00

Monthly Service Charge
(The cheaper of the two calculations will apply)

monthly pricing. The monthly services charge for

Option A: $9.00 per month per unit

PrintReader may then be adjusted, if applicable, based

[or] Option B: $.63 per employee

on the company’s employee count.
Discounts on PrintReader— Partner Points
Through SwipeClock’s Partner Point Program, Partners may earn up to 25% off all hardware at the Allied Level;
Certified Level members receive 10% off all hardware; and both the Associated and Registered Partner Levels
pay standard Partner Pricing. Take a moment to visit your Partner Points Summary page to find out what your
Partner Level is, which can be found online in your SwipeClock Partner account.

Additional Questions
If you have additional questions on PrintReader for TimeClock 330/380, please email
marketing@swipeclock.com.

